Please join us as we celebrate the creation of the Andy Keidel Undergraduate Endowment Fund

Thursday, April 27th • 4:00 p.m.
J. Robert Mann, Jr. Engineering Student Center
Dunham Lab • 10 Hillhouse Avenue

Hear from Scoped.co founder David Yu ’00 who will present “A Love Letter to Computer Science and Yale” and commemorate the launch of this fund honoring Andy Keidel ’00 with his family, friends, Yale faculty and students

The co-founder of Discovereads (acquired by Goodreads/Amazon) and former CTO for Q.Digital, David Yu ’00 is actively building his third startup from Berlin. At Yale, he double-majored in computer science and molecular biophysics and later received his J.D. from Harvard Law School. Prior to becoming an entrepreneur, he worked for Genentech’s bioinformatics department where he built software to aid in the discovery of cancer treatments.

The Andy Keidel Undergraduate Fund was created to provide support to the academic and entrepreneurial activities of undergraduate computer science students at Yale. To donate to this terrific fund please contact Cynthia Beach: W 203-432-5488  E cynthia.beach@yale.edu